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The Pitfalls of Panic 
Parashas Ki Sisa/Parah 

 

Harav Hagaon Yaakov Moshe Katz Shlita 

Parashas Ki Sisa discusses the cheit ha’eigel, which is a sin that we today might have a 

hard time relating to. Yet Rav Simcha Zissel says that there was something that caused 

the cheit ha’eigel and the downfall of Klal Yisrael that is relevant to every generation and 

to all the downfalls people experience in life. Identifying the cause of the downfall can 

help us prevent similar downfalls in our own lives.  

 

Rav Simcha Zissel explains that the cheit ha’eiegel started when Moshe Rabbeinu didn’t 

come down at the time Klal Yisrael expected him. They made a mistaken calculation, 

thinking that Moshe Rabbeinu was supposed to come down earlier. Chazal tell us that the 

Satan made Klal Yisrael confused and concerned, showing them Moshe Rabbeinu’s 

coffin in Shomayim, and word started to spread that the gadol hador, Moshe Rabbeinu, 

had passed away.  

 

Upon hearing that their leader was gone, the Yidden started to panic. And because they 

were in a state of panic, they were susceptible to the suggestion of the eirev rav to create 

the eigel. Rav Simcha Zissel explains that the root of the cheit ha’eigel was that feeling 

of panic, of hopelessness, of not knowing what to do. Remaining calm in every situation, 

he says, prevents a person from experiencing a downfall. But once a person feels lost and 

unsure of himself, and starts to fall and feels that he can’t get out of it, then the yeridah 

becomes a massive downfall. 

 

When a person lives life in a state of tranquility and is able to think things through, he 

can successfully endure even very difficult situations. Every person makes mistakes and 

does things wrong, but the question is what happens afterwards. If the yetzer hara 

succeeds at making him feel like a faker and wonder how he can continue in his 

Yiddishkeit, then he’ll fall even lower.  

 

The cheit ha’eigel was a terrible aveirah. Har Sinai was the “chuppah” of Klal Yisrael 

and Hashem, and Chazal compare the cheit ha’eigel to a kallah who commits adultery at 

the time of the chuppah. Yet just as there was cheit ha’eigel, there was Parashas Parah, 

which was the tikkun of the cheit ha’eigel. Klal Yisrael could have wallowed in 
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hopelessness, thinking to themselves, “That’s it, we made a terrible mistake and we lost 

everything.” But Parashas Parah demonstrates that even when you make a mistake and do 

something wrong, it’s possible to pick yourself up and come back. Parashas Parah shows 

that you can take the thing you sinned with and burn it, and that creates taharah. 

 

After doing an aveirah, if you get up and strengthen yourself and fight against it, that 

itself will turn into a source of taharah and gadlus for you – and a springboard for the 

Parashas HaChodesh we read next week, which is about renewing ourselves and growing 

in new ways that we would not have grown prior to the aveirah.  

 

People encounter so many nisyonos throughout life. Whether it’s in situations related to 

parnassah, which goes easily sometimes and with great difficulty other times, or in 

situations at home – with shalom bayis, in situations with children, when you’re not sure 

what to do – don’t lose yourself. Instead, go through the situation calmly, thinking 

through the options for how to deal with it. 

 

We can learn this lesson from Purim as well. Haman passed the worst decree possible – 

lehashmid, leharog, ule’abeid. There was room for panic. But Mordechai calmly took the 

reins. Although he did cry out, because it was a serious situation that required tefillah and 

teshuvah, he did everything with a plan, not out of panic. He went to Esther and they 

worked together to make the best of the situation they were in.  

 

Mordcchai should be a role model for all of us, no matter what situation we’re in. Let’s 

say a person realizes that he hasn’t been learning for a period of time – how do you deal 

with that? You sit down and think calmly about how to make it better. You figure out 

what’s blocking you from learning. Is it that you were exhausted? Some other reason? 

Without panic, without anxiety, you can figure out how to make more time for learning 

and learn with more geshmak. Maybe you can also discuss it with someone else – a 

choshuveh ben Torah or talmid chacham – who can help you come up with ideas that you 

wouldn’t think of on your own. 

 

Or let’s say you are dealing with a challenging situation with children. Some children are 

disrespectful at home, while others cause problems at school, and parents often panic and 

yell at the child or come down very hard on him. But if you can handle the situation 

calmly, without getting upset, you can think about what the child truly needs and actually 

help him. 

 

In shalom bayis, too, if things aren’t going as well as they were, you need to sit down 

calmly and consider the situation.  

 

Every Yiddishe neshamah is kadosh vetahor, and when a person falls, they have to 

remember that ַבע יִּפֹול ַצִדיק ָוָקם  The Gemara (Bava Basra 80b) says that a tzaddik has .שֶׁ

the property that gizo machlif – he can regenerate. In life, we should always be heading in 

the right direction, but there are times when we lose track and stray. Sometimes it’s a 

slight diversion, and sometimes a person finds himself very far from where he should be. 

Either way, a person has to stay calm and slowly but surely find his way back. 
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Sometimes, people say that when they return from learning in the Mir and go into 

business, or go to learn elsewhere, it’s not the same. They don’t have the same 

hadrachah, the same kesher with their rebbeim – it’s as if their Moshe Rabbeinu is gone. 

The rebbi who was there for anything they needed is no longer at hand. But a person has 

to think to himself, “I don’t have Moshe Rabbeinu, but I have Hashem.” Hashem is 

always with us. Daven to Hashem, and you’ll see – there are plenty of people around in 

America, and even in your neighborhood, choshuveh Yidden with whom you can discuss 

issues that arise. Certainly, it would be best to discuss everything with your rebbi, but 

you can’t always get through, so you have to find someone near you. And when there is 

nobody around, daven to Hashem to guide you in the right path, so shouldn’t fall into one 

of the many pitfalls, the many forms of the eigel hazahav, that people fall into.  

 

Most importantly, no matter what situation you’re in, never panic. Don’t rush into things, 

because that causes people to make big mistakes. As the bechor, Reuven was supposed to 

be the melech and the kohen, but he lost everything because of ַּפַחז ַכַמיִם ַאל ּתֹוַתר, because 

he saw Yaakov Avinu doing something he couldn’t understand, and he reacted too 

quickly and did something out of panic.  

 

Sometimes you see a person who you know is a real baal middos tovos, and you hear him 

make a comment that is completely not in keeping with who he is. Why? Because he was 

under stress, under pressure, and he lost control. If we would only take the time to go into 

a quiet space, a relaxing place, where we can think through the situation calmly, we 

would be able to avoid so much negativity.  

 

So many times, words are said that cause lack of shalom – shalom bayis or shalom with 

other family members – because someone panicked and got upset about something. If we 

would take the time to find out what truly happened, perhaps we would find out that what 

was said or done wasn’t nearly as bad the person who said lashon hara about them made 

it sound. People usually are not as bad as others make them out to be. And even if they 

did make a drastic mistake, if you handle the situation calmly, you invariably handle it 

better. When dealing with children, too, if you handle a situation with equanimity, you 

can fix things and improve them. 

 

Every once in a while, it’s a good idea to take the time to spend some time in solitude 

thinking about life, about the things that are bothering you, and about the areas in which 

you can improve. 

 

The main limud from the combination of Parashas Ki Sisa and Parashas Parah is that 

there is always a tikkun. Moreover, as the Gemara in Megillah teaches about the Purim 

story, HaKadosh Baruch Hu is makdim refuah l’makah, He creates the cure before He 

sends the illness. Just as Esther became the queen before Haman came to power, 

throughout our lives, Hashem creates some sort of solution before we even have 

encounter the problem, and we have to daven to Him to find the right path. 
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So there are three messages we have to take from this parashah: One, to realize that there 

is always a solution to our problems, a way to repair the difficulty in which we find 

ourselves. Two, not to panic, but to consider the situation carefully before reacting. 

Three, to daven to Hashem to help us find the most effective way of dealing with the 

situation.  

 

If we can take these steps, we will find that many times, just as the eigel turned into an 

opportunity for taharah through the tikkun of Parashas Parah, what we first identify as a 

stumbling block can actually turn into a stepping stone through which we can grow in 

ways we could never have imagined.  

 

Hashem should give us the siyatta d’Shmaya to be mesaken whatever we need to repair, 

to purify ourselves through the lesson of Parashas Parah, and then to be zocheh to the 

hischadshus of Parashas HaChodesh and to be zocheh to the geulos and yeshuos that each 

of us needs in our lives. 


